
The Climate and Water Currents World 
Exploration Ch. 2

1. Name 1

2. Name 2

3. Munching Or Crunching

4. Hunting Or Stalking

5. Name 1

6. Name 2

7. Vehicle Type

8. Sped Or Zoomed

9. Same Vehicle Type

10. Name 1

11. Name 2

12. Same Vehicle Type

13. Same Vehicle Type

14. A Word To Describe Hot

15. Tumbling Or Plumiting

16. Name 1

17. Name 1

18. Past Tense Synonym For Walked

19. Decreased Or Diminished

20. Synonym For Walk

21. Food Item

22. Food Item
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23. Name 1

24. Name 2

25. Vehicle Type



The Climate and Water Currents World Exploration Ch. 2

Chapter 2 Summary:

Zebra, Gorillas, Elephants and deserts

name 1 and name 2 headed north through the Semiarid and Tropical wet and dry climates of the

savanna where they saw crocodiles munching or crunching on wildebeest and lions hunting or stalking

zebra. One zebra decided to evade the lions by leaping in to name 1 and name 2

vehicle type . They sped or zoomed away from the dangerous lions. The zebra brayed a, "Thanks for

the rescue!" Then leapt off the same vehicle type .

name 1 and name 2 decided they'd like to see gorilla's in their natural habitat so they hopped in

their same vehicle type and headed north to the tropical wet rainforest in central Africa. Once there, they

sold their same vehicle type and made their way through the jungle on foot. Thunder roared. Lightning

flashed. But neither Frank nor Alice shivered, it was a word to describe hot hot. No wonder it rained so much

here! The hot sun evaporated water from the Atlantic Ocean, filling the area with moisture. When the clouds

became too full (which was often) the rain would come tumbling or plumiting down out of the sky. It was

bizarre to think that gorillas needed such a thick covering of fur in such a humid environment, but perhaps it

helps camouflage them in the dark jungle.

After



the storm passed over, name 1 spied a family of gorillas. The gorillas were sitting on the ground

munching on leaves. name 1 and Alice watched them for a while, but when it started to rain again, they

decided it was time to go. They past tense synonym for walked out of the jungle.

As they headed north the number of trees decreased or diminished . Instead of the lush green forest, they were

now traveling through a grassy savanna. This was a semiarid region so the air was hot and dry. They saw a

family of elephants synonym for walk by, but they saw no giraffes, no zebras. When they stopped in town to

have a lunch of food item and food item they overheard a fellow customer talking about how

there used to be lions in the area, but now their numbers had dwindled to almost nil.

name 1 and name 2 would soon be crossing the Sahara desert, and had no desire to do so on

foot so they rented a vehicle type . The drive across the desert was unpleasant. They eventually made it to

Africa's western coast, where they hopped on a boat.
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